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Abstract. We consider the problem of finding near-optimal solutions for a variety of 

NP-hard scheduling problems for which the objective is to minimize the total weighted 

completion time. Recent work has led to the development of several techniques that 

yield constant worst-case bounds in a number of settings. We continue this line of 

research by providing improved performance guarantees for several of the most basic 

scheduling models, and by giving the first constant performance guarantee for a number 

of more realistically constrained scheduling problems. For example, we give an improved 

performance guarantee for minimizing the total weighted completion time subject to 

release dates on a single machine, and subject to release dates and/or precedence 

constraints on identical parallel machines. We also give improved bounds on the power 

of preemption in scheduling jobs with release dates on parallel machines. 

We give improved on-line algorithms for many more realistic scheduling models, 

including environments with parallelizable jobs, jobs contending for shared resources, 

tree precedence-constrained jobs, as well as shop scheduling models. In several of these 

cases, we give the first constant performance guarantee achieved on-line. Finally, one 

of the consequences of our work is the surprising structural property that there are 

schedules that simultaneously approximate the optimal makespan and the optimal 

weighted completion time to within small constants. Not only do such schedules exist, 

but we can find approximations to them with an on-line algorithm. 

1 Introduction 

Recently there has been significant progress in giving approximation algorithms 

to minimize average weighted completion time for a variety of \’P-hard schedul- 

ing problems [16, 11, 18]. Constructing a schedule to minimize average comple- 

tion time in a one-machine or parallel machine scheduling environment has long 
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been known to be polynomial-time solvable [21, 4, 12]; when one adds release 

dates, precedence constraints, or weights, essentially all versions of the problem 

become P-hard, and until [16, 11, 18] very little was known about approxima- 

tion algorithms with good performance guarantees. 

Recent progress on these problems follows from two basic approaches. In 

the first approach a linear programming relaxation of the scheduling problem is 

solved, and then a schedule is constructed simply by list scheduling in a natural 

order dictated by an optimum solution to the linear program. The second ap- 

proach is a general on-line framework, in which one attempts to pack the most 

profitable jobs into successive intervals of geometrically increasing size. 

In this paper we improve and extend these techniques. We develop new ana- 

lytical tools that lead to improved off-line and on-line approximation algorithms 

for many of the problems considered in [16, 11, 18]. By on-line, we mean that 

the algorithm constructs the schedule in time, and that the existence of a job 

is known only at its release date. We also extend the on-line techniques to a 

number of different scheduling models. Finally, we extend the on-line technique 

to yield bicriterta scheduling algorithms: we give very general algorithmic and 

structural results for schedules that simultaneously come within a small factor 

of both optimal schedule length and average weighted completion time. 

Notation and models. We will consider a number of scheduling models; in the 

most basic we have a set J of n jobs and m identical parallel machines. Each job 

j has a positive integral processing requirement (size) p; and must be processed 

for that amount of time on one of the machines. In preemptive schedules, a job 

may be interrupted and continued later on another machine. In nonpreemptive 

schedules, a job must be processed in an uninterrupted fashion. 

We will be interested in constrained scheduling problems, in which each job 

j may have a release date r; before which it cannot be processed, and/or there 

may be a partial order ~ on the jobs, where j <~ k means that job & cannot start 

before job j completes. For most of our models a job is processed on only one 

machine at a time, and a machine can process only one job at a time. We will at 

times consider parallelizable jobs, where job 7 can run on a number of processors 

simultaneously, with some specified speedup. 

We denote the completion time of a job 7 in a schedule S as CP; the S will be 

dropped when clear from the context. Most often we seek to minimize the total 

completion time Dies C;, or the total weighted completion time: a weight w; is 

associated with each job and the goal is to minimize >? ,_; wjCj. If we divide 
either objective function by n, we obtain the average completion time and aver- 

age weighted completion time objectives. In contrast, the makespan is max; C’. 

All of the problems we consider are NP-hard, and thus we seek approximation 

algorithms. We define a p-approximation algorithm to be a polynomial-time al- 

gorithm that delivers a solution of quality at most p times optimal. 

Discussion of results. The first part of the paper has its roots in the observa- 

tion that one may construct a nonpreemptive parallel machine schedule by list 

scheduling in order of the completion times of a preemptive schedule while at



most losing a factor of (3 — +) in average weighted completion time [16]. This 
proved to be an important observation, for a generalization of this idea proved 

to be a powerful tool in rounding solutions to linear programming formulations 

of a number of scheduling problems [11, 18). 

In this paper we give improved rounding techniques for these problems; 

specifically, we give an algorithm that takes a preemptive parallel machine sched- 

ule of average completion time C' and converts it to a nonpreemptive schedule 

of average completion time LC. As a corollary, this gives the same bound on 

the power of preemption in this scheduling environment; allowing preemption 

improves the average completion time by at most a factor of f, When applied 

to the solution of a linear programming formulation considered by Schulz [18] 

and independently by Queyranne and by Hall, Shmoys & Wein, this technique 

yields a 3.5-approximation algorithm for the nonpreemptive scheduling of paral- 

lel machines subject to release dates to minimize average completion time; this 

improves on the previous best bound of (4— +). 

In the second part of the paper we give a framework for designing on-line 

algorithms that minimize the average weighted completion time, by improving 

and extending a result of Hall, Shmoys, & Wein [11]. By incorporating an idea 

of Goemans & Kleinberg [8] that exploits randomization in an elegant way, we 

can improve the performance guarantee of the resulting algorithms; the result- 

ing bounds are quite strong, and in certain cases even improve upon off-line 

bounds achieved via the linear programming formulations previously discussed. 

Furthermore, we show that this framework actually produces a schedule that is 

simultaneously near-optimal with respect to both the average weighted comple- 

tion time objective, and with respect to the makespan objective. 

The on-line framework requires a dual p-approximation algorithm for the 

problem of scheduling a maximum weight subset of jobs to complete by a given 

deadline D. We show that, given a dual p-approximation algorithm for this 

problem, there is an algorithm that yields a schedule that is simultaneously 

within a factor of 49 and 2.89 of the minimum makespan and total weighted 

completion time, respectively. We also give a structural theorem, that shows 

that, for a very general class of scheduling models, there exist schedules that are 

simultaneously within a factor of 2 of the minimum total weighted completion 

time, and within a factor of 2 of the minimum makespan. Such simultaneous 

bounds were only known in very restrictive scheduling environments. 

In the third part of the paper we design the above-mentioned dual approxi- 

mation routine for a number of scheduling problems. As a result, we give the first 

(off-line or on-line) constant-approximation algorithms for open shop schedul- 

ing and job shop scheduling with a fixed number of machines. We also give 

algorithms for a number of models that capture realistic elements of parallel 

computing, including resource constraints, forest precedence constraints, and 

parallelizable jobs. Many of our on-line results are the first constant approxima- 

tion algorithms for the corresponding problems, on-line or off-line, while others 

are on-line algorithms whose performance is close to the best known off-line 

results.



2 Tighter bounds for parallel machines with release dates 

In this section, we consider preemptive and nonpreemptive schedules for mini- 

mizing average completion time on parallel machines with release dates. We will 

show that the ratio between the preemptive and nonpreemptive average com- 

pletion times is at most t by giving an algorithm to convert any preemptive 

schedule to a nonpreemptive schedule with average completion time at most t 

times greater. This improves on the bound of (3— +), given by Phillips, Stein and 

Wein [16]. We then use this technique to obtain a 3.5 approximation algorithm 

for P\r;| > C;, improving upon the best previous bound of (4 — +) [18]. 
We use the algorithm CONVERT, introduced by [16], which takes a preemptive 

schedule P and list schedules the jobs nonpreemptively in the order of their 

completion times in P. Each job in turn is scheduled as early as possible without 

violating its release date, and without disturbing the jobs that have already 

been scheduled. We will show that this produces a schedule N that has average 

completion time at most f that of P. For any schedule S, let CS = Vics Ce. 

Theorem 1. Given a preemptive schedule P for scheduling jobs with release 

dates on parallel machines, algorithm CONVERT produces a nonpreemptive sched- 

ule whose average completion time is at most for. 

Proof. Let £ be the last m jobs to finish in P and let K be the remaining jobs. 

In P, multiple jobs in £ can finish on the same machine. Simple movement of 

job pieces, however, yields a new schedule of no greater total completion time 

where the last work done on each machine is the last piece of some job in £. We 

will assume, for this proof, that P is of this form. The jobs in £ are the last m 

jobs to start in N. Still, some machines may not process any jobs in £. We define 

a modified schedule, N’, that guarantees that each job in £ runs last on some 

machine in N’. To obtain N’ from N, for each machine that has more than one 

job from £ in N, all but the first to run are removed and each one is appended 

to the schedule of some machine that has no such job. Since N is a list schedule, 

job completion times cannot decrease, i.e., we have CN > CN, for all jobs j. We 
further divide £ into two sets £, and Ly. The set £2 contains those jobs 7 € L 

for which CN’ =r; +p; and the set £L) = L— Lo. We let C= ies Cr, 

CkK= Vick CP, and Cl? = icles CP. 

Next we show that given a preemptive schedule P for parallel machine 

scheduling with release dates, algorithm CONVERT produces a nonpreemptive 

schedule N in which CY < 20% +30" + 2C"2. Phillips, Stein, and Wein[16] 

show that C’ < 2C/ + p;. If we apply this bound to the jobs in £; UK, apply 

the bound CW < cn =r; +p, to the jobs in £2, and sum over all jobs, we get 
that 

CN < SO (QCP +p) + So (rj +;) $ 200% +0%) + Sopp + SO 1; 
jJEKULi jELle jet jELle 

< 20% +0") +S opj+0™ . (1) 
jet



But jer Pi < C'1 + C!?, because each unit of processing contributes to the 

completion time of at most one of the jobs in £; U £2 and so plugging into (1), 

we obtain the desired bound. 

Now we show that C™’ < 30% + C1 +2072. Since CN = CN, for jobs in 

K, we can, as above, apply the bound CN < 2cP + p; for jobs j € K. We can 

also, by definition, apply the bound CN’ =r; +p; for jobs 7 € Lo. 

Now we bound the completion times of jobs in £,, which are each on a 

different machine. Consider a particular job 7 € £1; on some machine M. Let t 

be the last time that machine M was idle before running j. Let k be the job that 

ran immediately after that idle time. Note that rz, = t, or else we could have run 

k earlier. Let 71,...,j¢ be the jobs that run on M between k and j. Then 

cx =Tet pet pi t+... + Dj, + Yj - (2) 

Since j is in £; and not in £2, we know that there is a job running immedi- 

ately before 7 and hence k 4 j, and k € K. If we sum (2) over all jobs in £1, each 

job in KU £,; contributes to the right-hand side at most once, since each job in 

£, is on a different machine. The jobs in £2 don’t contribute at all, since they are 

run on different machines than the ones which run jobs in £,. Thus, summing 

over £1, we get Di jcp, cn Seek Te + Vyjecjux Pi. Combining this with the 

bounds above for the remaining jobs we get ON < CN’ < 30% +2022 +01. 
Balancing the two cases proves the theorem. 

  

      

This theorem improves upon the previous best bound of (3— +) for the ratio 

of average completion time in preemptive vs. nonpreemptive schedules; how- 

ever, the best known preemptive algorithm is a 2-approximation algorithm [16]; 

therefore a direct application of this theorem does not give an approximation al- 

gorithm with an improved performance guarantee. We can, however, apply it to 

a different relaxation of the nonpreemptive schedule and obtain an improved ap- 

proximation bound; we also believe that the ideas will prove useful in sharpening 

the analysis of other linear programming formulations for scheduling problems. 

Schulz [18], and independently Queyranne and Hall, Shmoys and Wein, have 
given a (4— +)-approximation algorithm for nonpreemptively scheduling paral- 

lel machines with release dates to minimize average weighted completion time, 

which is based on the LP-relaxation of a formulation in completion time vari- 

ables: with each job 7 is associated a variable C;. We can show that by letting 

the solution to the LP-relaxation play the role of the preemptive completion 

time, we obtain an improved approximation algorithm. 

Theorem 2. There is a 3.5-approximation algorithm to minimize the average 

completion time of jobs with release dates on parallel machines. 

In Section 3 we give different techniques that yield better randomized per- 

formance guarantees.



3 An on-line framework for bicriteria scheduling 

In this section, we will improve and extend a result of Hall, Shmoys, & Wein [11], 

that gives a framework for designing on-line algorithms that minimize the total 

weighted completion time. By incorporating an idea of Goemans & Kleinberg [8] 

that exploits randomization in an elegant way, we can improve the performance 

guarantee of the resulting algorithms. Furthermore, we show that this framework 

actually produces a schedule that is simultaneously near-optimal with respect to 

both the total weighted completion time objective, and the maximum completion 

time objective. The result of Goemans & Kleinberg improves upon a result of 

Blum et al., who present a similar bicriteria result for traveling-salesman type 

problems [3]; we show that their approach applies to a very general class of 

scheduling problems. 

Our framework Greedy-Interval is based on algorithms for the maximum sched- 

uled weight problem: given a deadline D, a set of jobs available at time 0, and a 

weight for each job, construct a schedule that maximizes the total weight of jobs 

completed by time D. We require a dual p-approximation algorithm, DualPack, 

which produces a schedule of length < pD and whose total weight is at least the 

optimal weight for the deadline D. 

Greedy-Interval uses DualPack in the following way. Let 7; = a2°, where we 

shall set the constant a € [1/2,1) later. In iteration @ = 1,2,... we construct 
the schedule for the time interval (pr¢, pt¢+41]. Let Je denote the set of jobs 

that have been released by t/, but not scheduled in the previous iterations. 

We call DualPack for the set of jobs J¢ (modified so that each is available at 

time 0) and the deadline D = 7. Since pre41 — pre = pte, we can translate 

the schedule produced by the dual approximation algorithm into the specified 

interval; furthermore, each job is scheduled no earlier than its true release date. 

Fix an optimal schedule with respect to }> w;C;, in which each job j com- 

pletes at time C7; let Bj; denote the start of the interval (t¢-1, 7] in which job j 

completes. Hall, Shmoys, & Wein [11] show that Greedy-Interval finds a schedule 
of total weighted completion time at most 4p )0/_, wi By < 4p 054 wjC}. 

The value B;, for a particular j € {1,...,n}, is determined by the choice of 

a and the value of C;. If, for our choice of a, »~j w;B; = BY; wjCj, where 

B <1, we get an improved performance guarantee of 4p. In fact, we shall simply 

choose a at random: choose X uniformly in the interval (0,1] and set a = 27*. 

Consequently, the value 3 is a random variable. A routine calculation gives that 

1 

dna”! , (3) 

1 
E[B;|= c; | 2 "dz = 

0 

By linearity of expectation, this implies that, for any instance, the expectation 

of the ratio between the total weighted completion time for the schedule found 

and for the optimum is at most ae < 2.89p. 

Next consider the makespan of the Greedy-Interval schedule. Let C%,,,. denote 

the optimal makespan, and let Byax denote the start of the interval that contains 

Cr axj ie, Bmax = a2". We know that the algorithm must terminate by iteration



K +1, since the dual approximation algorithm must return all of the jobs when 

D = 2Bmax > Cy,,- Hence, the makespan of the schedule is at most pa2k +? = 

4pBmax < 4pC%,,. That is, we have shown a performance guarantee of 4p. If 

we choose a as above, then the expected performance ratio is also similarly 

improved, since E[Bmax] = 35 Chax- 

Theorem 3. Given a dual p-approximation algorithm DualPack, the random- 

ized framework Greedy-Interval is, simultaneously, an on-line 4p-approximation 

algorithm to minimize the total weighted completion time, and an on-line 4p- 

approximation algorithm to minimize the makespan. Furthermore, for every in- 

stance, each objective function is expected to be within a factor of 4 of its 

respective optimum. 

The use of randomization is a relatively mild one. If we are interested in 

off-line results, then we can run the algorithm with many choices of a, select the 

best output, and thereby achieve the following deterministic results. 

Corollary 4. Given a dual p-approzimation algorithm DualPack, the framework 

Greedy-Interval yields a 2.89p-approzimation algorithm to minimize the total 

weighted completion time, and to minimize the makespan. 

This result yields the best known performance guarantee for minimizing the 

total weighted completion time subject to release date constraints in either a 

single-machine or a parallel-machine environment, improving results of [11, 18, 

10]. Observe that in Corollary 4, we did not state that the two bounds could 

be achieved by the same schedule. Indeed, we do not know how to achieve these 

simultaneously, since a choice of a that is good for the first criterion might be 

bad for the latter. Nonetheless, if we weaken either one of the two bounds to 4p, 

then they can be achieved simultaneously by a deterministic polynomial-time 

algorithm. 

We now compare our algorithmic results to existence theorems about sched- 

ules that are simultaneously near-optimal for these two objective functions. We 

can also show a general result that holds for any of the scheduling environments 

we consider in this paper, and a wide variety of other models: let S and T denote 

optimal schedules with respect to the makespan and total weighted completion 

time objectives, respectively; there exists a schedule with makespan at most 

2C% x and total weighted completion time at most 27, w; Cf. 

We shall show how to construct the desired schedule from S and T. Let 

T’ be the schedule induced from T by considering only those jobs 7 for which 

CH < Ciax- Let S’ be the schedule induced from S$ by considering only jobs 

for which cr > Cox. Construct the schedule N by first scheduling according 

to T’ and then according to S’. Clearly, the makespan of N is at most 20%... 
Furthermore, each job j scheduled in T’ completes at the same time in N as in 

T. For each job 7 scheduled in S’, cr > Cex, and yet CN < 2C%,,,,. Hence, 

CN < 2CP for each job j. 
This proof can be refined to yield somewhat better constants; the details will 

be given in the complete version of the paper. In contrast to this result, Hurkens



& Coster [13] have given a family of unrelated parallel machine instances for 

which all minimum total completion time schedules have makespan that is an 

Q(logn) factor greater than the optimal makespan. 

3.1 Applying randomization to other interval-based algorithms 

We can also use the randomized technique of Goemans and Kleinberg [8] to 
improve LP-based results of Hall, Schulz, Shmoys, & Wein [10]. In particular, 

we improve upon a 7-approximation algorithm for the problem of minimizing 

the total weighted completion time on scheduling parallel machines subject to 

precedence constraints and release dates. The algorithm of [10] first solves an LP 

relaxation of this problem to obtain an optimal solution C;. Assume that the jobs 

are indexed by nondecreasing LP value; the LP solution satisfies the following 

properties: (1) for each j = 1,...,n, 4_, pe/m < 2C;; (2) for each j = 1,...,n, 

13 < Cj; (3) Cj + pe < Ce whenever j < k; (4) 30; wjCj < D0; wi CF. 
Given this solution, the algorithm partitions the time horizon into intervals. 

Set 7, = a2°, =1,...,L, where we will judiciously choose a € [0.5, 1). (In [10], 
this value was, in essence, 0.5.) We partition the time horizon into the intervals 

(te-1, Te], € = 1,2,...,L, where L is chosen so that each CG; value is contained 

in some interval. Partition the jobs into sets such that Je is defined to be the 

set of jobs j for which C; lies within the @th interval, = 1,..., L. We construct 

disjoint schedules for each set Je by performing ordinary list scheduling on each 

set, using any list ordering that is consistent with the precedence constraints and 

ignoring any release dates. Set Te = Te41 + et tp, where te = ict p;/m, 

€=1,...,L. We schedule the fragment for Je between T¢_; and 7;, 2=1,...,L 

It is relatively straightforward to show that this yields a feasible schedule. 

For each 7 € Je, we can bound the completion time of 7 in this schedule by 

8; +67¢_1, where (3; is the length of some chain that ends with job j. This yields 

the performance guarantee of 7 of [10]. Let B; = 7/1 as in the on-line case. 
Thus, if a is set equal to 2~* where X is selected uniformly from (0, 1], then 

the expected value of 6B; is equal to Gj. This implies that the expected ratio 

between the total weighted completion of the schedule found and the optimum 

is at most 1+ a < 5.328. Of course, we can derandomize the algorithm as well. 

Theorem 5. There is a 5.33-approzimation algorithm for nonpreemptively 

scheduling on parallel machines with release dates and precedence constraints. 

Applying techniques used in [10], it is also quite straightforward to generalize 

this theorem to the setting in which machine i runs at speed s;. In that model, 

the resulting algorithm has a performance guarantee that is at most min{2.89 + 

2.45 Seis 2.894 5.31Vm — 1}. 
min; Si ? 

4 Dual packing algorithms and applications 

In order to apply our on-line framework of Section 3, we need to construct the 

corresponding subroutine DualPack(.J, D). In this section, we shall present this 
subroutine for a number of scheduling environments.



Several of our results will involve parallelizable jobs. A parallelizable job is 

described by a processing time p; and a number of machines m;. A non-malleable 

job j must be run on exactly mj processors, and has a specified running time pj. 

A perfectly malleable job j may be run on pw processors, where pp = 1,...,m,, and 

then has running time pj;m;/u. A malleable job j is a common generalization 

where, for each possible number of processors = 1,...,m, there is a specified 

running time p; (js). 
Our implementation of DualPack(J,D) has the same outline in each of our 

applications. First, we prune from J the jobs that are impossible to complete 

within D time units, either because of precedence constraints or because their 

processing time is too large. We shall restrict our attention to precedence con- 

straints < that are out-trees; in-trees can be handled analogously. To prune 

based on precedence constraints, define PathToRoot(j) = p; if j is a root, and 

PathToRoot(j) = PathToRoot(Parent(j)) +p; otherwise. These quantities can be 
computed in linear time, and the appropriate jobs can then be eliminated. Sec- 

ond, we use a routine Knapsack to solve a modified knapsack problem in order 

to find a set of jobs of sufficiently large weight to schedule. Third, we schedule 

those jobs selected using a known makespan algorithm. 

The input to the routine Knapsack(J,S) consists of a set J of n items (jobs), 

where item 7 has weight w; and size s;, and a knapsack of size S; in addition, 

we might be given precedence constraints on the items; if j1 ~< je we forbid 

the packing of jg unless 7; is also packed. The knapsack problem is to find the 

maximum weight set that can be packed into the knapsack; let the optimal value 

be denoted W*. The routine Knapsack(J, S) finds a set of total weight at least 
W* that has total size at most (1 + €).S, where € > 0 is an arbitrarily small 
constant. To achieve this, we round down each s,; by units of «S/n and then use 
dynamic programming as in [14]. 

In each of the following subsections, we will give an implementation of 

DualPack for a specific problem; throughout, we denote the deadline by D and 

the set of jobs from which we choose by J. All of these are bicriteria results; we 

report only the min-sum result and omit proofs for brevity. 

4.1 Malleable jobs 

In this subsection we give an algorithm for malleable parallelizable jobs without 

precedence constraints. The best off-line performance guarantee known for the 

non-malleable special case, without release dates, is 8.53, due to Turek e¢ al [22]; 

by applying an idea of Ludwig & Tiwari [15], this can be extended to the mal- 

leable case. Our on-line min-sum algorithm with release dates has a performance 

guarantee of 12 + ¢, and if we allow randomization, a nearly identical guarantee 

of 8.67. 

We implement DualPack as follows: for each job 7, we find the value of y such 

that p;(u) < D for which pp;(y) is minimized. Jobs for which there is no such 
jt are removed from J; otherwise, let m; be the value for which this minimum is 

attained. If job j is scheduled by DualPack, it will be run on m,; machines. We set 

the weight and size of job 7 € J to be w; and m,p;, respectively, and then call



Knapsack, setting J’ = Knapsack(J,mD). Finally, we adapt the list scheduling 

algorithm of Garey & Graham [7] to schedule J’. 

Theorem6. The above DualPack routine is a dual (3 + €)-approximation al- 

gorithm for the maximum scheduled weight problem. This gives a deterministic 

on-line (12+€)-approzimation algorithm for scheduling malleable jobs on parallel 

machines, and a randomized on-line algorithm with expected performance within 

8.67 of optimal. 

Using the multidimensional knapsack routine in §4.4, together with adaptations 

of graph labeling results of [7], we can also generalize non-malleable jobs to 

resource constrained jobs. In this model, each job 7 holds rj; < 1 units of resource 

typei,7 =1,...,m, while it runs for duration p;. At most 1 unit of each resource 

is available at any time. We get an on-line O(m)-approximation algorithm for 

the min-sum problem; only makespan results were known previously. 

4.2 Sequential jobs with tree precedence 

Whereas Hall, Shmoys and Wein gave versions of DualPack for m parallel ma- 

chines, they were not able to handle precedence-constrained jobs. We present 

here a routine DualPack that can handle forest precedence constraints. In con- 

trast to the previous subsection, we now consider sequential tasks; each job 

must be scheduled to run on exactly one machine. Our DualPack routine is 

as follows. We remove from J all jobs 7 with PathToRoot(j) > D, and let 
J’ = Knapsack(J,mD). We then list schedule J’. 

Theorem 7. The above DualPack routine is a dual (2 + €)-approximation al- 

gorithm for the maximum scheduled weight problem. This gives a deterministic 

on-line (8 + €)-approzimation algorithm to minimize the average weighted com- 

pletion time of sequential jobs with release dates and forest precedence on parallel 

machines, and a randomized on-line algorithm with expected performance within 

5.78 of optimal. 

4.3 Perfectly malleable jobs with tree precedence 

We shall consider perfectly malleable jobs, as in Feldmann et al [6], and out-tree 

precedence constraints. (A study of precedence and non-malleability is initi- 

ated in [5].) Our DualPack routine is as follows. We remove from J any j with 
PathToRoot(j) > D, set J’ = Knapsack(J~,mD), and list schedule J’ as in [6]: 
let ¢ = (V5 —1)/2 be the golden ratio; whenever there is a job j with all of 

its predecessors completed and the number of busy processors is less than $m, 

schedule the job on the minimum of m,; and the number of free processors. 

Theorem 8. The above DualPack routine is a dual (2 + 6 + €)-approximation 

algorithm for the maximum scheduled weight problem. This gives a deterministic 

on-line 10.48-approximation minsum algorithm for perfectly malleable jobs with 

forest precedence constraints, and a randomized algorithm with expected perfor- 

mance within 7.58 of optimal.



4.4  Minsum shop scheduling 

In shop scheduling each job consists of operations, each of which must run on a 

specified machine; for each job, no two of its operations may run concurrently. 

In the job shop problem the operations must proceed in a specified sequence, 

while in the open shop problem they can be scheduled in any order. Minimizing 

the makespan of job shops is perhaps the most. notorious of difficult W’P-hard 

scheduling problems; even small instances are difficult to solve to optimality [1] 
and the best approximation algorithms give polylogarithmic performance guar- 

antees [19]. 
We give the first constant-factor approximations for min-sum shop scheduling 

with a fixed number of machines m. No approximation algorithms were known 

for minimizing average completion time in shop scheduling, except for the recent 

results by Schulz that give an m-approximation algorithm for flow shop schedul- 

ing, the special case of job shop in which the order is the same for each job [18]. 

We assume for ease of presentation that each job has at most one operation on 

a machine; let p;; be the size of the operation of job 7 on machine 2. 

We again give a version of DualPack for this problem. Let the maximum 

weight of jobs that can be scheduled by D be W%*, and the optimal set of jobs be 

J*. We note that two lower bounds on the makespan of a shop schedule (job or 

open) are the maximum job size Pnax = maxjey={)>_; pij}, and the maximum 

machine load, Imax = maxi{)) jc y« pi; }. Let W’ be the optimum of the following 

multidimensional knapsack problem: maximize }); wj;2j; such that >); xjpij < D 

fori =1,...,m, and), «jpij < D for j =1,...,n, where x; € {0, il; note that 

W'>Ww*. 

Lemma9. For fited m there is an algorithm for the multidimensional knapsack 

problem that produces a solution of weight W" > W’ for which 5 LjDij < 

(1+6)D and YO, «jp; < D. 

We now show that having found a set of jobs of total weight W"” > W*, we 

can schedule this set within makespan (2 + €)D. For an open shop instance a 

nonpreemptive schedule of length Pnax + Tmax < (2 +6)D, and a preemptive 

schedule of length max(Pmax, Hmax) < (1 + 6)D can be constructed [9, 2]. For 
job shop scheduling we can adapt the known (2 + €)-approximation makespan 

algorithm for fixed m [19]. 

Theorem 10. There is a randomized (2.89+€)-approximation algorithm for pre- 

emptive open shop scheduling with a fixed number of machines to minimize aver- 

age weighted completion time, and there are randomized (5.78+€)-approzimation 

algorithms for nonpreemptive open shop and job shop scheduling on a fixed num- 

ber of machines to minimize average weighted completion time. 
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